Taking liftgate quality to new heights!

ANTHONY UPDATE

Few things in life ARE certain!

ANTHONY’S SUPER LATCH VS COMPETITORS WONDER LATCH

Not many things are certain in life, but you can easily see when Anthony’s TuckUnder Latch Pin is latched for certain. And, by increasing the strength and improving the leverage point, our new latch design is two times stronger than our older design. This new SuperLatch System is designed to keep your liftgate in the “stored and locked” position when your vehicle is trucking down the highway.

Super Latch vs. Wonder Latch - Anthony’s Super Latch has no hidden hooks. Many of our competitors use latch-hook designs that are not readily visible, so you’ll wonder if the gate is latched. And with theirs, when the latch linkage becomes damaged, worn, or just plain out-of-adjustment, the problem only gets worse. Dragging a liftgate down the highway can be a scary experience!

At Anthony, we believe in simplicity and security. There are few things in life that are certain, and Anthony’s new TuckUnder Latch Pin is one of those few. For more information about this Anthony feature, call Anthony Customer Support at (815) 842-3383. You can also fax your request to (815) 844-3612, and be sure to visit our new web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com.
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